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ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Carotid near-occlusion is a frequently overlooked diagnosis when CTA examinations are assessed in routine practice.
To evaluate the potential value of phase-contrast MR imaging in identifying near-occlusion, we examined 9 carotid near-occlusions
and 20 cases of conventional $50% carotid stenosis (mean stenosis degree, 65%) with phase-contrast MR imaging. Mean ICA flow
was lower in near-occlusions (52mL/min) than in conventional $50% stenosis (198mL/min, P , .001). ICA flow of #110mL/min was
100% sensitive and specific for near-occlusion. Phase-contrast MR imaging is a promising tool for diagnosing carotid near-occlusion.

ABBREVIATION: PC ¼ phase-contrast

Carotid near-occlusion is a severe carotid stenosis associated
with a reduction (collapse) of the extracranial ICA distal to

the stenosis.1-4 The collapse can be severe (near-occlusion with
full collapse; Fig 1A) or subtle (near-occlusion without full col-
lapse; Fig 1B).1-4 Separating symptomatic near-occlusions and
conventional stenoses is crucial because their recommended
treatments often differ.5,6

Near-occlusion is diagnosed by assessing several features
on angiography (such as conventional angiography or CTA).
Although the feature assessments are reliable among collaborat-
ing experts,4 implementation in routine practice can be challeng-
ing because expertise and feature synthesis likely vary among
observers.7 Near-occlusion is presumed to be a marker of reduced
flow.2 Carotid sonography has poor diagnostic performance
because there is a nonlinear relationship between the degree of

stenosis and flow velocity in stenosis.8,9 Phase-contrast (PC)
MR imaging to assess ICA flow might be useful because it is
based on flow, but no PC MR imaging study has assessed ICA
flow in near-occlusion.

The aim of this study was to compare ICA flow in carotid
near-occlusion and conventional$50% stenosis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients with symptomatic or asymptomatic$50% carotid steno-
sis at the University Hospital of Northern Sweden were included.
Clinical exclusion criteria were atrial fibrillation, any previous
central nervous system diseases, mRS $ 3, Mini-Mental State
Examination score of,23, an inability to walk unassisted, severe
aphasia, or contraindications for MR imaging. Imaging exclu-
sions were any ICA occlusion, intracranial carotid stenosis,
uncertainty about whether the index stenosis was conventional or
near-occlusion (n¼ 3), and delay between CTA and MR imaging
of.35 days. The study was approved by the regional ethics board
in Umeå. All patients provided informed consent.

CTA
See the Online Supplemental Data for protocol details. All CTAs
were evaluated by 1 observer, and a subset (n¼ 20) was also eval-
uated by a second observer. Both observers had near-occlusion
expertise and were blinded to each other and to flow data.
Disagreements were resolved by consensus discussion. Near-
occlusion was diagnosed when a severe stenosis was associated
with reduction in the distal ICA diameter, as presented else-
where.4,10,11 The definition of full collapse and acknowledging
circle of Willis variants are presented elsewhere.4,10 In cases with-
out near-occlusion, the degree of stenosis was calculated with the
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NASCET approach, comparing stenosis diameter with distal ICA
well beyond the stenosis.

Phase-Contrast MR Imaging
A 3T MR imaging scanner (Discovery MR 750; GE Healthcare)
with a 32-channel head coil was used. 4D PC MR images were
gathered and analyzed with in-house software similar to a recent
study (Online Supplemental Data).12,13 Two observers blinded to
CTA findings and each other extracted flow data from both extrac-
ranial ICAs just below the skull base in all cases. The mean value
between the 2 observers was used for main calculations. When the
observers differed .20%, consensus measurements were per-
formed. Each observer’s measurements were also analyzed.

Analyses
Patients were categorized by CTA into conventional$50% stenosis
and near-occlusion. Flow rates in the ICA were compared between
stenosis groups, degrees of stenosis, and CTA measurements.
Relative flow and area were calculated as ipsilateral/(ipsilateral 1
contralateral). We used mean, SD, a 2-sided x 2 test, a t test, linear
regression, a receiver operating characteristic curve, k analysis, and
intraclass correlation. The 95% confidence intervals for correlation
(r) were calculated with z scores. P, .05 was prespecified as statisti-
cally significant. We used SPSS 24.0 (IBM) for all calculations.

RESULTS
In total, we included 29 patients: Twenty (69%) had conventional
$50% stenosis, and 9 (31%) had near-occlusion. Baseline charac-
teristics were similar (P$ .13) in both groups: The mean age was
73 years, 24% were women, the mean delay between examina-
tions was 6 days, and 86% had symptomatic stenosis. Among the

conventional stenoses, the mean stenosis degree was 65%, 8 were
$ 70%, and the remaining degrees were 50%–69%. Two cases of
conventional stenoses had asymmetric distal ICAs, best explained
by circle of Willis asymmetry. Eight cases had bilateral$50% ste-
nosis, but there were no cases with bilateral near-occlusion.

The mean ICA flow was lower in near-occlusions (52mL/
min) than in conventional $50% stenosis (198mL/min, P ,

.001). The mean relative ICA flow was lower in near-occlusions
(16%) than in conventional $50% stenosis (48%, P , .001).
Neither parameter had overlap between the groups (Online
Supplemental Data). Thus, several thresholds, such as ICA flow
#110mL/min and relative flow ,35%, were 100% sensitive and
specific for near-occlusion. One case had near-occlusion with full
collapse, with a 6mL/min ICA flow.

Among the 20 patients with conventional $50% stenosis, there
was no correlation between percentage degree of stenosis and ICA
flow (r ¼ 0.06; 95% CI, �0.44–0.55; P ¼ .81). There was no differ-
ence in the mean ICA flow between the 12 patients with 50%–69%
stenoses (199mL/min) and the 8 patients with $70% stenoses
(197mL/min, P ¼ .90). However, when analyzing all 29 patients,
there was a correlation between stenosis diameter and ICA flow
(r ¼ 0.68; 95% CI, 0.39–0.96; P , .001). A similar correlation was
noted for the ipsilateral distal ICA area and ipsilateral ICA flow
(r ¼ 0.69; 95% CI, 0.42–0.96; P , .001). Relative distal ICA area
and relative ICA flow were even more strongly correlated (r¼ 0.90;
95% CI, 0.74–1.00; P , .001). Please see the Online Supplemental
Data for figures of these regression analyses.

Overall agreement between the blinded CTA observers was 96%
(1 disagreement over whether there was occlusion), and interrater
reliability was k ¼ 0.78. The 2 PC MR imaging observers had a
consensus discussion over 17 (29%) neck sides but 100% agreement

FIG 1. A, Right-sided near-occlusion with full collapse. Coronary view of CTA. Beyond severe stenosis (white arrowhead), distal ICA is difficult
to visualize and has a threadlike appearance (white arrows). The distal ICA is clearly smaller than both the contralateral ICA (black arrow) and ip-
silateral external carotid artery (black arrowhead) but is similar to the ascending pharyngeal artery (black star). A thrombus just proximal to the
skull base is suspected (white star). ICA flow was 6mL/min on the right side and 267mL/min on the left side. B, Left-sided near-occlusion with-
out full collapse. Coronary view of CTA. After severe stenosis (white arrowhead), the distal ICA is small but normal-appearing (white arrow),
smaller than the contralateral ICA (black arrow), and similar to the ipsilateral external carotid artery (black arrowhead). ICA flow was 37mL/min
on the left side and 259mL/min on the right side.
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as to whether ICA flow and relative ICA flow were above or below
the proposed diagnostic thresholds (110mL/min and 35%, respec-
tively), and the intraclass correlation coefficient was 0.96 (Online
Supplemental Data).

DISCUSSION
The main findings of this study were that carotid near-occlusions
had low ipsilateral ICA flow, whereas conventional$50% carotid
stenoses had no correlation between the degree of stenosis and
ICA flow (r ¼ 0.06). Flow was correlated with stenosis diameter
and distal ICA area, both hallmarks of near-occlusion.

No single feature in CTA is both .90% sensitive and specific
for near-occlusion; thus, several features are used for angiographic
diagnosis.3,11 Flow measurement seems more accurate, but a larger
sample will be needed for a relevant assessment. According to
guidelines, patients with symptomatic conventional stenosis should
be treated with revascularization.5,6 However, patients with symp-
tomatic near-occlusions should not be treated with revasculariza-
tion6 or only treated after careful consideration in cases with
recurrent events despite optimal medical therapy.5 To separate
conventional stenosis and near-occlusion, there might be a role for
PC MR imaging in routine carotid stenosis diagnostics after the
stenosis has been identified by another technique. See the Online
Supplemental Data for details on PC MR imaging literature. The
association between near-occlusion and flow might also improve
understanding of prognostics4,14 and sonography findings8,15 in
near-occlusion. Other PC MR imaging techniques (2D and 3D)
are likely to produce similar results, but they should be evaluated.

The concepts of near-occlusion and conventional stenoses are
limited to NASCET grading. If near-occlusions are not recog-
nized, percentage grading with NASCET leads to stenosis under-
estimation. Stenosis diameter was correlated with flow, as
expected from the Spencer curve model.9 However, the Spencer
model assumes a stable denominator,9 which is not the case in
NASCET grading. When stenoses were graded with the NASCET
method, only near-occlusions affected flow, not the conventional
stenoses regardless of percentage grade. The ICA flow of conven-
tional stenoses was rather similar in healthy elderly.13

This work has several limitations: The sample size was small.
The near-occlusion prevalence (31%) might be perceived to be
high but was similar (27%) to that in a recent larger study using
the same diagnostic approach.4 We excluded cases with contralat-
eral occlusion and those that were unclear as to whether the
degree of stenosis was conventional$50% stenosis or near-occlu-
sion. Thus, although the results are promising, large studies and
studies dedicated to the cases now excluded and bilateral near-
occlusion are warranted.

CONCLUSIONS
When we used NASCET-grading, only near-occlusions had a
reduced ICA flow, while ICA flow was not affected by conventional
stenoses. Because near-occlusion has a different clinical manage-
ment than conventional stenosis and near-occlusion is difficult to
diagnose with CTA, there is support for including ICA PC MR
imaging in the imaging protocol for patients with ICA stenosis.
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